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Abstract—With the Microsoft’s RGB-D sensor Kinect and a customized 3-axis pan-tilt-roll machinery, a new intelligent sensing and tracking system was designed and manufactured. In order to simulate human natural visual sensing behavior, this system adopts the sensing function from Kinect installed upon the 3-axis motion machinery, controlled by an expert PID control algorithm based on the adaptive Kalman filter, so as to guarantee automatic real-time visual tracking and to observe human movements and receive his/her position information. This system is designed to be applied directly to the video production of distance education, aiming to improve distance education itself and resolve difficulties in keeping account of users learning state. It also has great potential of functioning as a basic platform where many other human-computer natural interactions can be extended.
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1 Introduction

With rapid developments of information technology and increasingly popularity of multimedia technology, the time of modern distance education such as MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) and micro learning has come. What differentiates it from traditional education most is that it does not submit to the limitations of location and time, displaying huge advantages over traditional education: more courses, genres and learning resources accessible on the Internet? However, the defect of lacking human-computer interactions stands in the way: users have great difficulties in finding these online courses as intriguing as traditional ones, during which they could interact with lecturers on scene, reading their signature body language, mainly due to the fact that only three versions of course materials as video, audio and text can be presented to the audience. The desire to learn would hardly be aroused which make users failed to enjoy staring at the screen, eventually dramatically increasing the possibility of falling into abeyance and damaging users’ mental health. The technique of building a natural human-computer interaction system for users, thereby, is a must-solve issue for distance education [1].
The reigning popular sensing technology might provide a viable solution. Sensing technology stands out as one technology where a device that detects the motions of nearby persons or objects through sensory receptors, then respond right back after automatic analysis[2]. The core idea of promoting the performance for computers to sense human intentions and replicating the daily human-human interactions, has diminished human’s dependence of input devices such as mouses, keyboards and remote controllers. Though being the most natural interaction technique alive, sensing devices actually rely largely on visual receptions, which make up more than 70% of human receptions. Undoubtedly, visual sensing system has substantial significance in human-computer interaction system. For present, few visual interaction systems arrive at the market designed for distance education, and most of which are, however, only for gaming experience and other special fields.

In this paper, a method of building a new intelligent sensing and tracking system, with Kinect and a customized 3-axis pan-tilt-roll machinery combined together is presented. This specified system receives position information of the lecturer through Kinect placed upon the three-axis motion machinery, controlling the camera in Kinect (or any other digital cameras) to track the movements of the lecturer so as to capture his/her motions and facial expressions to present to the audience, with no more professional photographers needed to frequently adjust positions to shoot the film and largely decreasing the workload for distance education. Changeable visual angles greatly improve the realism for audience, and fully present the poses, facial expressions along with untouchable audio, making distance courses much more immersive and interesting, improving distance education itself and resolve difficulties in keeping account of users’ learning state. Besides, the real-time detection of the lecture’s movements gives the lecturer him/herself no worries to clumsily control all kinds of sophisticated teaching techniques and allows for more focus on preparing courses, which shares no distinction with traditional ones. Applied to distance education, or any live lectures, commercial speeches and presentations, this system can surely play its part and make a difference. Moreover, the human-computer interaction based on this platform could be more promising in the future.

2 Selection of Visual Sensors

In recent years, it has given rise to many visual motion sensors designed for ordinary consumers. With relatively affordable RGB-D sensors, not only can users easily receive the multicolored RGB information, but also the exact 3-dimension position of each part in human bodies and motion data. Three products emerging in the market, Prime Sense Carmine, Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion, all of which adopted the light coding technique from the Israel Prime Sense Corporation, which belongs to one of structured light techniques. Different from traditional methods, the laser speckle of light coding possesses high randomicity, varying with distance. For example, the structured light reflects marks every position in the field, if one object was put into the field, and the exact position of the object could be acquired once the laser speckle of the object’s surface is obtained. Also, ordinary CMOS chips can achieve this goal,
which greatly cut down the expenses of manufacturing. Microsoft got technology from Prime Sense to produce Kinect, as the input device for Xbox 360 into the market in 2010. Kinect was equipped with three cameras, the middle one as multicolored RGB camera, the other two as the infrared laser projector and infrared CMOS camera. Players can use Kinect solely to play video games with no more controllers. Moreover, Microsoft opened up ports for all sorts of resources for personal computers, which creates numerous opportunities for developers to do whatever they like. Kinect has become not only a video gaming input device, but also a major tool for industrial, commercial, educational and medical industry to count on in the future[3]. Afterwards, ASUS’s Xiton came out, which adopted the same design from Prime Sense, sharing much similarity with Carmine from Prime Sense itself. After Kinect being fashionable around the world, Microsoft quickly started its move to develop the next generation for Xbox One - Kinect One, which is of higher resolution.

Apart from the premiere products, companies like Intel, Creative, Leap Motion and Code Laboratories also launched their own visual sensing devices accordingly. Intel developed RealSense Series, designed for short-distance recognition of human gestures and expressions; RealSense Series are mostly integrated into laptop screens for sale; F200 is another series produced by Creative and Intel, with which consumers can easily get their hands on. Besides, there was a sensing camera called Senz3D that Intel launched together with Creative in 2013, which focused on gesture recognition and facial recognition, using the depth sensing sensors developed by Soft Kinetic. During the same period, Leap Motion was brought to the world by Leap Motion, focusing on gesture control. F200, Senz3D and Leap Motion share the similarity that they are all designed for short-distance application such as users sitting in front of the computer, and has little capability to detect the whole body. Some differences between the above sensors are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Xtion</th>
<th>Kinect (Xbox One)</th>
<th>F200</th>
<th>Senz3D</th>
<th>Leap Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection Range</td>
<td>Whole Body</td>
<td>Whole body</td>
<td>Upper body</td>
<td>Upper body</td>
<td>Front elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty for Developing</td>
<td>Relatively easy</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Relatively easy</td>
<td>Relatively easy</td>
<td>Relatively easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Distance</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conventional classes, an appropriate distance between students and teachers not only guarantees a broader vision, but also assuages pressure and anxiety for both sides, which Kinect can perform perfectly. Compared with other sensors, Kinect is easy to buy in the market and is with more tools and documents facilitate the development, so we adopted it as a fundamental sensor for the sensing and tracking system. Because any devices presented above can only be applied for a limited field of view, the customized 3-axis pan-tilt-roll machinery widening the field of view should be designed to meet the needs for practical applications.
3 Automatic Detection of Body

It always be a hot topic to automatically detect the position of human from static images and video sequences, with algorithms as the background-difference, neighboring frame subtraction, optical flow, particle filter [4] and HOG-based statistic method. For 2D image, due to the varieties of movements and clothing, along with lighting conditions and complex backgrounds, algorithms above do not show much promising results [5]. However, Kinect, turns things around. On one hand, detecting human body from depth images by active infrared structured light instead of traditional 2D colored images makes it possible to work under unstable lighting condition, even in complete darkness [6]. On the other hand, the algorithm based on depth images proposed by Shotton et al. proves to be an effective machine learning algorithm. It firstly analyzes millions of depth images, and categorizes them into random decision forests to rapidly recognize each part of human skeleton, and then uses pruning optimization by Bayesian algorithm to improve the precision and speed for recognition [7]. In this paper, adopting this algorithm, we can automatically detect and identify each part of body and thus infer 20 feature joints (including three types: traceable, untraceable and presumed), with which user can assess each part’s information received from different feedback. In experiments, we use a computer equipped with Intel i7-3770 CPU, producing 30 results per second. An example of skeleton with 20 automatically detected feature joints is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. The detected skeleton and 20 feature joints](https://www.i-jet.org)
ing at the flank or blocking part of body, not all feature joints can be located, and some of which requires algorithm to further calculate. In Fig. 2, detection results of common positions are shown. The dots connected by thin lines are presumed joints, and the dots connected by thick lines are joints with. From a great of experiments, we can also conclude that feature joints between two shoulders have better positioning accuracy, which is not influenced by the position, distance, dressing, and other factors in various teaching scenarios. Moreover, the joint is located right below the head, the position where people focus most (the facial part) when interacting, sharing the approximately same height of blackboard. Therefore, in this paper, this joint is selected as target joint of tracking, with Kinect following its movement, to stimulate the natural interacting behaviors of students.

![Fig. 2. Some experiment results in teaching scenarios](image)

4 Auto-Tracking Platform and its Control

4.1 Hardware design of auto-tracking platform

A 3-axis pan-tilt-roll machinery is designed to realize the real-time posture control of Kinect (or any other cameras) for the purpose of simulating active adjustments of
heads and expanding the sensing range. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the mechanical design and the manufactured device are presented. The 3-axis pan-tilt-roll machinery consists of three independent axes of rotation and servomechanisms, and each one can be separately controlled by its own motors. The maximum rotation range of yaw axis, pitch axis and transverse roller is 360°, 180° and 360° respectively. To achieve high control accuracy, three gyroscopes are fixed on each axis to measure its angular speed and send feedback to the controller. The controller communicates with the computer by wireless serial port, and receives orders from the algorithm program in the computer.

![Fig. 3. The design of a 3-axis motion platform](image1)

![Fig. 4. A Kinect is installed upon the 3-axis motion platform](image2)

### 4.2 Algorithm of auto-tracking control

The axes of rotation of the 3-axis pan-tilt-roll machinery can be decomposed into three independent closed-loop control channels, and each of which consists of speed loop and position loop controlling the speed and position of the axes respectively (refer to Fig. 5) to guarantee the real-time and smooth tracking. The proportional-integral-derivative (PID) algorithm is often adopted to solve this type of control problems. The discrete-time PID controllers are expressed by the following formulas:

\[
u(k) = K_P[e(k)] + \frac{T}{\tau} \sum_{i=0}^{k} e(i) + \frac{T}{\tau} [e(k) - e(k-1)]\]

\[(1)\]
where KP, TI and TD denotes the coefficient for the proportional gain, integrator gain and derivative gain, respectively; e is the difference between the set point and actual output; u is the controlled quantity applied to controlled object; T accounts for sampling period, k accounts for sampling number (k = 1, 2, ...,); e(i) and e(i-1) accounts for the error at the i-th and (i-1)-th sample period; u(k) accounts for the signal used to control the speed of motor by transforming into PWM signal. The three coefficients, KP, KI, and TD, normally remain unchanged once determined, and thus the traditional PID algorithm often fails to achieve optimal performance, especially when the condition changes during the operation.

Fig. 5. Two-loop control structure with the speed loop nested inside the position loop

When Kinect detects body parts, despite the fact that present algorithms can accurately locate the joint position between shoulders, the errors are inevitable during long-time applications in actual situations. If the machinery runs based on the wrong position, it may not recover its function of tracking due to over-spinning. Furthermore, different from traditional tracking-control task, machinery should remain static when small movements are detected, to prevent frequent fibrillation from degrading the quality of video recording. Therefore, the machinery should simulate the movement manner of students’ head in a natural way. Based on the above considerations, an expert PID control algorithm based on adaptive Kalman filter was implemented in our research, and the structure diagram of the control algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Structural diagram of expert PID control algorithm based on adaptive Kalman filter
The auto-tracking system is easily affected by various interference, such as the wrong data received from the joint between shoulders by Kinect and the functionality and stability drop of PID controller. In order to reduce noise, the adaptive Kalman filter is adopted to predict basic attributes.

The discrete model for control system is as follows:

\[ X_k = \Phi_{k|k-1} X_{k-1} + B_{k-1} U_{k-1} + W_{k-1}, \quad Z_k = H_k X_k + V_k \]

where \( X_k \) accounts for the state matrix of the system, \( Z_k \) accounts for measurement matrix; \( \Phi \) accounts for state transfer matrix of the system, \( H \) accounts for measurement transfer matrix; \( B \) accounts for input matrix, \( U \) accounts for control output, \( W_k \) accounts for interference noise, \( V_k \) accounts for measurement noise.

Due to the uncertainty of the noise, this paper adopts the Sage-Husa Maximum Posterior Estimator \[9\] to estimate the mean value \( q_k \) and variance \( Q_k \) of \( W_k \), and the mean value \( r_k \) and variance \( R_k \) of \( V_k \).

Position values of the joint between shoulders are processed by the adaptive Kalman filter, and then the calculated deviation values are sent to expert PID controller. The idea of expert PID algorithm \[10\] lies in all sorts of knowledge based on control theories, to modulate parameters in an intellectual way and achieve the best optimization during the process. This paper adopts two main points on positioning of the machinery: first, when the joint between shoulders goes beyond the default focus point, minimal value should be adopted; second, when the joint not only goes beyond the default focus point but also continues its movement towards the periphery, PI controller should be adopted to speed up modulating process.

Based on the specified pan-till-roll machinery and tracking algorithm, the auto-tracking on the lecturers is viable. First, depth image data acquired will be adopted by computer to run algorithm to give out the position of the joint. Second, expert PID algorithm based on Kalman filter proceeds to give out machinery control value. Finally, control data is sent to controller on the machinery by wireless serial port, and motors will be generated to power three axis to spin to assure target human body remain within Kinect’s default range. Under different lighting conditions, numerous lecture experiments are conducted, during which the auto-tracking machinery based on this paper can effectively track lecturer’s movements in real-time with relative stability. Moreover, machinery is capable of receiving orders from computer network remotely. Remote users will gain control of the machinery after given access, which at some point achieves mutual interaction in distance education.

5 Application of Intelligent Visual Sensing System in Distance Education

In this paper, intelligent visual sensing system can be applied to videotaping in distance education, as well as the platform can be extended to enable more natural human-computer interaction. Due to the limit of length, this paper only presents the framework about applications. The intelligent visual sensing system can automatically
acquire multiple specific joints position such as head, arm, elbow and spine, whose motions can be used for establishing motion position recognition system. When computers recognize the specific gestures or body movements, certain command is given to switch slides, change visual angle, etc., forming a teaching system with Natural User Interface (NUI) [11, 12]. Furthermore, writing by fingertip tracking [13] and interactive remote laboratories [14] are also accessible in this platform. Kinect can also be used for face tracking (including the direction of face and facial points positioning), which can be further applied to facial expression recognition [15]. In distance education, it can be used to evaluate users’ mental state[16], faces’ direction for attention state, eye contact for the extent of fatigue, body movements for learning state [17]. On one hand, lecturer can receive much more feedback from users based on this particular human-computer interaction system, aiming to improve distance education itself and resolve difficulties in keeping account of users’ learning state. On the other hand, with the development of VR (Virtual Reality), strong sense of realism will come soon [18], which denotes another promising aspect for distance education. The specified platform in this paper can exactly show the real world in virtual reality [19], and many other reality-enhanced teaching system can be realized. For instance, body images of users or lectures can be extracted to put into virtual reality and many other tasks like animating human movements and expressions [6]. Users’ interests in learning process is greatly improved by applying this kind of natural human-computer interaction system.

In all applications mentioned above, human bodies should remain within the range of visual sensors, and stay in front to assure relatively great performance. In actual circumstances, the variance of human positions and poses and restriction of sensor’s view, may not make it work as good as expected. To achieve better performance, this paper designs a visual auto-tracking machinery and its control algorithm, where more human-computer interaction schemes can be extended.

6 Conclusion

This paper adopts Kinect as the motion sensor in intelligent visual recognition system and combines it with pan-till-roll machinery to achieve real-time and stable visual auto-tracking for human bodies. This particular system can not only applied in shooting distance education, but also be used as a platform where many other human-computer interaction applications can be extended as explained in this paper, which means great significance to developing and applying natural human-computer interaction technology.
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